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Introduction 
 

This is a set of 3 double sided reference sheet that contains most important rules of the game to avoid 

forgetting details. The sheets include some official variant and some of my personal variants. 

 

Printing and Assembly 
 

The sheets are available on the next pages, they have been labeled to know which page should be printed on 

the back of another page. For example,  page 1A goes with 1B, 2A with 2B, etc. Only the “A” pages have 

cutting lines, so you should print on both sides and cut according to the front. Even if the print are not exactly 

aligned, there is a margin large enough to make sure it will fit on the back correctly. 

 

Official Variant Included 
 

This is the list of variants proposed by the designer which are included in the sheet. Refer to the original 

variant document for more informations. The selection has been made to keep the game simple and remove 

bugs. 

 

Building Phase Accelerator    Turn Sequence Reordered 

Combat Supply     Redeployment 

Bombard Attacks: Range Limitation   Plains Cities Enhancement 

Road/Ferry Movement Enhancement  Artillery Pre-Battle Fire Enhancement 

Adjacent Enemy Units Restriction Enhancement Optional Subjugation Rules Victory Condition 

Optional Quicker Victory Condition   Metropolis City Upgrade 

 

Personal Variant Included 
 

Delayed Reserve: Units lost in battle are placed in the casualties section. At the beginning of the player's 

turn, the casualties are moved in the reserve and they will be placed at the end of the turn. In other words, a 

player cannot reinforce with unit he lost on his turn. 

 

No Frigate Support: Adjacent frigate does not gives an extra die to the defender. 

 

Defender Suppression Simplification: Off-limit dice are always off limit and will never be suppressable. 

These dices are given by city and terrain. 

 

Redesigned Victory Point Chart: The victory point chart has been recalculated. 

 

Fixed Terrain distribution: The number of terrain tiles of each type is fixed according to the map size. 

 

Forest and Mountain movement: It now cost 2 movement points instead of ending movement. 



Place new units here 
Reinforcement
- Units are placed in town/cities with 
corresponding terrain type.
- Cannot place more units that the town/city 
could maintain.
- Unlimited units may be placed in the capital
- Units may not be placed in town/cities with 
adjacent enemy units.
- Capitals ignore enemy adjacent units.
- Captured capitals works as a regular city.
- When your capital is under enemy control, 
all cities are now considered towns.
- Frigates are placed to the nearest water hex.
- In exceptional situations, frigate can be 
deployed in a hex with enemy units. A regular 
attack immediately occurs.
- A player is not forced to place all his units.
- You can remove units from the board and 
place them in your reserve to redeploy them.
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At the beginning of your turn, move the 
casualties into the reserve.
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Tile Distribution

2 Players
3 Players
4 Players
5-8 Players

Setup Procedure
- Select 1st player randomly with 1 die.
- Each player flip 5 hex around on their 
starting location.
- Place a town and capital marker on a 
revealed land hex.
- If all hex are water, reveal adjacent hex until 
land is found.
- Reveal all hex adjacent to the capital.
- Place an infantry in the capital city.

Each type land                          
7 Hex
12 Hex
18 Hex
25 Hex

Sea                          
9 Hex
13 Hex
19 Hex
27 Hex

Sides                         
3 Hex
4 Hex
5 Hex
6 Hex

2 Players 3 Players

4 Players 6-7 Players 5,8 Players
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Movement Type
- Land: Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery
- Sea: Frigate
Movement Cost
- Plains, Grasslands, Sea:  1 movement.
- Forests, Mountains: 2 movement.
Road/Ferry Movement
- Jump from 1 city to another for 1 move.
- City must be 2-3 hex away.
- There must be no enemy on the path.
Other Conditions
- Must finish movement before moving 
another unit.
- Moving reveal adjacent hex immediately.
- Cannot pass through enemy units.

Combat Supply: If a player has 1 city on each 
of the 4 land type, he has combat supply and 
will hit units on a roll of 4.
Defender Suppression:  Each excess hit 
rolled by the attacker removes a suppressable 
die to the defender.

Frigate Transport
- Units are loaded and landed in adjacent hex.
- Can pickup units multiple times from 
different location on the movement path.
- All units must be landed in the same hex.
- Units can be landed in battle.
- Units cannot move before beign loaded or 
after beign landed.
- Units can stay on the frigate for the turn.
- Units at sea does not roll dice in battle.
- If the frigate is sunk, all carried units dies.
- Unloading units ends movement.
- Unit can "bridge" 3 units even if all 
movement is spent.
- A frigate can attack and unload after battle.
- Units can retreat on a frigate.
Frigate Pass-Through Isthmus cities
- Move on town hex and exit on sea hex.
- Passing through cities cost 2 movement.
- Cannot end movement on the city hex.
- Cannot attack or load when on the city hex.
- Can pass through a captured city.
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Subjugation
- A player losing his capital becomes the 
vassal of the capturing player (ruler).
- The ruler removes his units from the enemy 
capital to an adjacent hex.
- A ruler may attack a vassal, but it breaks the 
alliance.
- The vassal reinforce his capital now with 
troops from this reserve and casualties.
- Vassal may not attack players on next turn.
- A vassal may not attack his ruler.
- Allies may move through allied hex.
- Allies may use their ally's road/ferries.
- Adjacent allied units does not prevent a 
player to reinforce his city.
- Vassal becomes free if the ruler loses his 
capital or if they capture the another capital.
- A player wins if all other players become his 
vassal.
Optional subjugation victory: The first 
player to have made vassal 2 different players 
without losing their capital wins the game.

Victory Condition
2 players
3 players
4 players
5 players
6 players
7 players
8 players

+1 if using metropolis
+2 if including capital as metropolis

Victory points
Town
City
Metropolis
Capital
Vassal

Optional shorter game: When the first 
capital is captured, the player with the most 
VP that still own his capital wins.

15 points
18 points
21 points
24 points
23 points
22 points
20 points

1 VP
2 VP
3 VP
+2 VP (to city base value)
3 VP (when using subjugation)
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